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January 14th, 2022 (Friday) 

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting CANCELLED 

Contest: {to be determined} Program:  

February 11th, 2022 (Friday) 

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: Railroad structure Program: Arduinos 

March 11th, 2022 (Friday) 

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: Rolling stock Program: Southern Pacific’s Daylight 

April 8th, 2022 (Friday) 

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: “Bent Screwdriver” Program: {to be determined} 

 (Unusual April Fools items) 

May 13th, 2022 (Friday) 

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: Steam Program: {to be determined} 

June 10th, 2022 (Friday) 

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: Diesel Program: {to be determined} 

July 8th, 2022 (Friday) 

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: Photos RR Program: {to be determined} 

August 12th, 2022 (Friday) 

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: Dioramas Program: {to be determined} 

September 9th, 2022 (Friday)  

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: {to be determined} Program: {to be determined} 

October 14th, 2022 (Friday)  

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: {to be determined} Program: {to be determined} 

November 11th, 2022 (Friday)  

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: {to be determined} Program: {to be determined} 

December 9th, 2022 (Friday)  

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting. 

Program: Xmas Party 
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The Milepost, Volume 42, Number 4, April 2022, is published monthly, as an electronic 
document (Adobe PDF file), by, and under the authority of, the Pikes Peak Division (Rocky 

Mountain Region), of the National Model Railroad Association. Our meetings are usually 
held on the second Friday of each month at the Sand Creek Police Station, 950 Academy 
Park Loop (northeast of the intersection of Fountain and Academy), in Colorado Springs, 

Colorado, at 7:00 PM. Please come to one of our meetings. We would love to meet you. All 
scales are welcome. Besides our monthly meeting, we have swap meets, train shows, and other model railroads (and 

railroad) activities. All content in this journal is copyrighted to its respective owner unless otherwise noted. Please do not 
use content from this newsletter in other publications, newspapers, magazines, books, websites, etcetera, without explicit 
case-by-case permission. The editor of The Milepost is Mr. David Bristow. He can be contacted at the e-mail address of: 

dave@bristow-family.org Thank you. 
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Next Meeting on Friday, April 8 
Thanks to efforts of Tony, we are returning to our old haunt and having another in-person meeting 
this month at: 

The Sand Creek Police Station, 950 Academy Park Loop (northeast of the intersection of Fountain 
and Academy), in Colorado Springs, Colorado 

Be sure to check out the Rocky Mountain NMRA Callboard: https://www.rmr-
nmra.org/callboard.htm 

Editor’s Thoughts 
As John points out in his article it is late, well that is not unusual for me in publishing the Milepost. 
There is always plenty of material to be arranged, I typically have little true editing to accomplish as 
our authors produce almost copy ready articles. Today’s Milepost is probably the largest I have 
compiled, that is due in a large part to the number of photos and the materials for the upcoming 
NMRA Convention to be held in Cheyenne, WY. 

When I receive my NMRA magazine I quickly flip through to see what articles I would like to spend 
some time reading. This month was no different than most, I typically read several of the regular 
columns. This month article “A Spreadsheet for Weighing Cars” caught my attention. It struck me as 
nifty idea to create a spreadsheet with weight for specific car lengths. The author created a multi-
tab spreadsheet where each tab was for a scale. Given I’m only interested in HO I’m likely to only 
have one tab. In the past I’ve seen articles that contest the NMRA weight standard as being either 
too heavy or too light, all depends on who you read. So, I was thinking a spreadsheet with a range of 
weights for car lengths would be worthwhile. When I received an email telling us that the NMRA 
magazine was available online, being lazy I was excited that I would be able to get the text off the 
page of the spreadsheet article. Well, to be brutely honest I was quite disappointed with NMRA’s 
approach. The magazine is hosted by a third party, which you must register for, and yet another 
password to keep. But that was only a minor issue, when I got to the magazine I discovered you can 
only download a couple of pages at a time, and then they are just pictures of the magazine’s pages. 
Grumble, grumble, not sure I am impressed! 

This month I completed a couple of Accurail kits, nothing spectacular just adding more rolling stock 
to my inventory. I have never been a big fan of decals but really like the dry rub on transfers. Serval 
decades ago, there was a one-man company just outside of Ottawa Canada called CDS that made 
such transfers. He made them mostly for Canadian Railways. Unfortunately, when he retired no one 
picked up his business. I’ve found a couple of web sites that still have some of his old stock. I have 
a fair number of these transfers. Amazingly even though they are quite old they still work. However, 
the as time ticks by they are become extinct! Here’s a refer I built and used CDS transfer. 

 

https://www.rmr-nmra.org/callboard.htm
https://www.rmr-nmra.org/callboard.htm
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Hope to see you at the division meeting this Friday! 

Conductor’s Corner 

I hope everyone took advantage of the train show this weekend in Denver. I'm sure it was a good 

one and am sad that I was not able to go myself. If you were needing something that you could not 

find locally or didn't want to order, you should have been up there. 

I was in Socorro, New Mexico this weekend doing something completely unrelated to trains or 

model trains. Twice per year, the Army opens the "Trinity Site" at the White Sands Missile Range. 

The Trinity site is where the first atomic explosion occurred on July 16, 1945. Believe me, the desert 

there is flatter than anywhere in Kansas and gets less rain. There wasn't a lot left to see there after 

the explosion that was about the size of 20,000 tons of TNT was set off. Yet there were thousands 

of people there on Saturday, looking at pictures of what used to be there before the blast. The 

radiation level there is safe now, but they don't want anyone taking the "green glass" that formed 

when the temperature hit about 9,000 degrees F when the blast was set off. Very interesting but not 

one you need to see a second time. Still, our little group of ten had a good time, looking at what had 

virtually "shook" the world 77 years ago. 

This Friday, I want to get an update on our summer picnic plans and will give you what we know 

about our summer layout tour. Please don't forget that we're at our OLD meeting place (Sand Creek 

Police Station) this coming Friday. The whole purpose of this change was to make it easier for our 

members to attend. Many, many thanks to both Mark, Amber, and Classic Homes for letting us use 

their facility for the last several months. We will try and answer any questions about our plans at 

that you might have at that time. 

Wade Mountz - Superintendent  

Drawing Prizes Preview 
By Tony Pawlicki 

(Subtitle: “It finally worked! Can we get lucky twice?”) 
A “teaser” preview of some of the prizes that will be available (weather permitting) at the drawing 
during intermission at the April 2022 Pikes Peak Division NMRA meeting. The idea is to entice more 
members to our meetings. (If we kept getting snowed out, this might have backfired, turning into a 
“Charlie Brown, Lucy and the football” routine. Luckily the stars aligned for the March meeting and 
the previewed prizes and more found new homes.) 

What Will Be On Offer At The April Meeting 
ATSF 40’ M.O.W. flatcar ATSF 1787. Wade Mountz snagged this baby, already assembled, and 
provided with a detailed load and Kadee couplers, as a real steal at the 2021 Pueblo convention. 
Wade and I added some more goodies. 

Features: 

• As purchased: 

• Detailed load 

• Kadee #5 couplers (trimmed trip pins) 

• Added goodies: 

• Weathered trucks 

• Weathered Kadee 33” wheelsets 

• Fine-tuned coupler height (needed after wheelset replacement, due to variable fit of conical axle 
points in conical truck sockets) 

• Cut levers and associated brackets 
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• Replaced missing stirrup step 

• NO modern era features (such as AEI transponders, Consolidated Stencils, ACI plates) 

  

[Fair warning:  This is a mix of drawing prize description and super detailing research.] 

ATSF Caboose 999539, Class CE-6. An Atlas HO scale model. Another donation from Wade Mountz. 
This one could be the basis for a tremendous super detailing project, with a pretty good match to 
the Fallen Flags Web site’s (rr-fallenflags.org) 12 July 1974 photo in Chicago, Illinois, showing the 
left side and July 1975 photo in Temple, Texas of the right side of sister ATSF 999538. (Shorter roof 
end of car, with smoke jack, is assumed to the “B” end.)  Hardcopies of the photos accompany the 
model at the drawing. There are enough notable differences from the stock model that one can 
create a distinctive model without any individually tough steps; it could be a real contest-winner. 

Class CE-6 seems to have been a very small class, as 999531 and 999543 are not in this class. Very 
similar class CE-11 was a much larger class, covering at least 999758 through 999823 and seems 
to visibly differ only in that there is no cupola-top ground plane structure for the antenna. Photos of 
many cabooses in this class are on rr-fallenflags.org. 

• As received: 

• Beautiful paint job. 

• End light jewels. 

• No railings (railings kit was apparently lost, NOT available as separate part on Atlas Web site; 
holes for attaching the railings are already present). 

• Consolidated Stencil in roughly correct location on left side. 

• Kadee #5-compatible plastic couplers with metal coil springs. 

• One modern roller bearing caboose truck (uses leaf springs rather than the coil springs of freight 
car trucks) with metal wheelsets. 

• One “scrap box” friction bearing truck. 

• Added goodies: 

• Replaced friction bearing truck with roller bearing truck with Kadee 33” wheelsets. 

• Weathered trucks. 

• Weathered wheelsets. 

• Fine-tuned coupler height. 

• Cut levers and associated brackets. 

• Super detailing possibilities: 

• Add ACI placard just below the cupola, both sides. 

• Relocate the Consolidated Stencil on the right side, to just right of the 6 drop grab irons. 

• If modeling post-1977, add U-1 wheel inspection dots just left or right of the Consolidated 
Stencils. 

• Replace coupler boxes with cushion coupler boxes (give the crew a gentler ride). Commercial 
white metal castings are available, for instance, in the Walthers catalog. 

• Add handbrake stands on both end platforms. 
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• Add end platform side lights (mounted to roof edges above steps; look much like locomotive 
ground lights – a search for “ground light” in Walthers Web site turns up Cal Scale locomotive cab 
ground light, for example). 

• End platform color: 

• Pre circa 1980:  Paint both end platforms black (vs. stock model’s red). 

• Post circa 1980:  Paint step edges white. 

• Add cupola-top structure (an antenna above a “ground plane”). 

• Add cupola windshield wipers. 

• Replace roller bearing truck with modern roller bearing caboose truck, weather it. 

• Add various, white-painted railings per the Fallen Flags Web site’s photo (existing holes may have 
to be enlarged depending on the bronze wire thickness one uses). 

• Add stirrup step and 6 drop grab irons on both sides just right of the extended vision cupola. 

• Remove 7 windows (increasing vandalism led the railroads to remove/plate over many windows, 
though photos suggest no such windows were ever present in this case): 

• Remove the small central side window (just left of the Santa Fe herald) on the left side (as 
seen from the “A” end). 

• Remove the two side windows near the ends on the right side. 

• Remove the two windows on each end, leaving only the windows in the doors. 

• Highlight the window gaskets in white (per photos). 

 

D&RGW 40’ single-sliding-door boxcar D&RGW 67585. Era-inappropriate (I model modern) Old 
Colony Classic Cars limited run custom painted Athearn “blue box” kit received as Christmas party 
present. (Old Colony seems to have used the same approach as the much better-known Bev Bel 
operation, custom painting undecorated Athearn kits.)  A few added goodies were provided: 

• As received: 

• Assembled 

• Underframe and weight painted flat black 

• Kadee #5 couplers (trimmed trip pins) 

• Metal wheelsets 

• Added goodies: 

• Weathered trucks and wheelsets 

• Cut levers and associated brackets 

• Fine-tuned coupler height 
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• NO modern era features (such as AEI transponders, Consolidated Stencils, ACI plates, removed roof 
walk) 

 

Wabash 50’ single-sliding-door boxcar WAB 21785. Era-inappropriate (I model modern) Model Die 
Casting (MDC) “dark blue box” kit received as Christmas party present. A few added goodies were 
provided: 

• As received: 

• Partially assembled 

• Black-painted cast metal floor/underframe with added weight 

• Metal wheelsets 

• Added goodies: 

• Finished assembly 

• Kadee #5 couplers 

• Weathered trucks and wheelsets 

• Cut levers and associated brackets 

• Fine-tuned coupler height 

• NO modern era features (such as AEI transponders, Consolidated Stencils, ACI plates, removed roof 
walk) 
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2022 Rocky Mountain Region Convention 
Chair - Gary Myers 

Cheyenne, Wyoming 13-15 May 2022 

 

The 2022 Rocky Mountain Region Convention will be held in conjunction with Cheyenne Railroad 
Heritage Days which is hosted by the Sherman Hill Model Railroad Club Train Show. 

ACTIVITIES 
Sherman Hill Train Show – Archer Event Center 

Region Clinics 
Friday & Saturday evenings - Best Western Frontier Inn Conference Center 

Saturday & Sunday daytimes - Archer Event Center 

Region Model Contest 
Friday, Saturday, Sunday – Archer Event Center 

Fees 
NMRA Member Primary Registration: $30 (includes Sherman Hill Train Show admission) 

NMRA Member Primary Registration for Train Show vendors/participants: $10 

NMRA Member Family (18 and up): $10 

NMRA Member Family (under 18): Free 

Non-NMRA Registration additional: $20 

Make out checks to: Rocky Mountain Region  

Mail to: Denny Krausman, 9609 Silver Hill Circle, Lone Tree, CO 80124-5420 

OTHER NON-CONVENTION ACTIVITIES 

Union Pacific Historical Society’s 2022 Annual Convention 

Separate Registration Required 

May 11-14, at the Red Lion Hotel 

 

Cheyenne Depot Days / Museum 

Separate Admission 

Monday - Friday 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM 

Saturday 9:00 AM - 3:00 PM 
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Sunday 11:00 AM - 3:00 PM 

 

Best Western Frontier Inn, 8101 Hutchins Drive, Cheyenne, WY (307) 638-8891 

  

Conference Room  Breakfast Bar 

  

Lobby Areas 
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For additional information, schedules and registration forms go to page 53. 

March Wavy Rails 
By Joe Costa 
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Real Live Railroad Trip 
I have, on more than one occasion, described a trip I would like to do some day. But this March we 
were able to do it. 

Quick Stop at Castaneda Hotel in Las Vegas, NM 
This was my first visit inside the hotel. 

While removing sheet rock in the bar during renovation, they discovered a hidden mural. Rather than 
trying to restore it, they let it be. The original chandeliers were long gone, but the owners found 
antique replacements in Florida. 

Restoring the ceiling moldings and the stairs was the work of skilled local artisans. 

Finally, unlike their other hotel, La Posada in Winslow, this hotel has a modern elevator. We did not 
have time on this trip to go upstairs. 

To meet modern restroom expectations, the renovators decreased the number of guest rooms. 

 

https://tradingpost.laposada.org/castenada-hotel-note-card/ 

They also sell a notecard from La Posada in Winslow, also painted by Douglas Johnson: 

 

Interior Scenes 

 

https://tradingpost.laposada.org/castenada-hotel-note-card/
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Allan Affeldt and Tina Mion Tour 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ym60xwHCMTs 
 Entrepreneurial black magic was a key to financing the renovation and getting community buy in. 
This online article describes the secret: 
https://www.newmexicomagazine.org/blog/post/castaneda-hotel/ 

Tucson Museum Visit 
There was an outdoor and indoor part to the visit. This beautiful steam engine which had been sitting 

outdoors in a park, originally donated by the railroad, has been cosmetically restored. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ym60xwHCMTs
https://www.newmexicomagazine.org/blog/post/castaneda-hotel/
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Grand Canyon Railroad Ride & Route 66 

Visitors might notice this steam cog engine on display at the GCR station and hotel in Williams. 
Does the name Phil Anschutz ring a bell? Guess who owns the Broadmoor, COG, GCR and Xanterra? 

Footnote from 1984 --- No Joke: 
After an extensive search for a merger partner, Rio Grande Industries, owner of a Western railroad, 
said yesterday that it had agreed to be acquired by the Anschutz Corporation, a privately held energy 
and real estate company, for $496.5 million, or $50 a share. 
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Our package included a hotel stay at the Grand Canyon Hotel in Williams the night before the steam 
ride into the Canyon and an overnight stay in the canyon followed by a return diesel powered ride 
the next afternoon.  

The steam engine in the first picture below is the sister to the engine that pulled us. Our engine was 
the second steam engine shown. All trains are pulled by a pair of engines (always a diesel) 
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This was the largest tourist train we were ever on. And yes, the Canyon was Grand. There was a 
great Fred Harvey and Mary Coulter Museum. 

Ash Fork Museum Visit 
I talked about this in a previous column. It was even more impressive in person. There was a great gift shop 

too. It was very close to Williams, Arizona.
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Grand Canyon Caverns 
What can I say? It’s a dry cave but no contest with Carlsbad Caverns. It has a “room you rent for 
overnight stays” and a Civil Defense stockpile from the Cold War. 

A fox and a giant sloth both fell into the cave. You can see the scratch marks where the sloth tried 
to claw its way out. The cold dry air mummified them. 

What’s out front, in the gift shop and restaurant was more interesting. 

 

Besides the cheesy dinosaur out front, they had cool “guests” at the restaurant tables and trains on 
the shelves. 
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Kingman Visit 
Mr. D’z joint is where we stopped for lunch.  
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Across the street was a steam engine in a park. 
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Next to the old passenger station was a beautiful mural on a water tower. Unfortunately, the nearby 
station (with its model layout) is only open on weekends. 

Thanks to the magic of the Internet, here is a glimpse of what we missed: 
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Show Low Visit on the Way Home 
On our way home from Tucson, we decided to avoid the boring Hatch Cutoff and visit the town of 
Show Low on the way to Holbrook and I-40. 

According to the internet, it had a working layout in its museum. 

 

Kristin enjoyed checking out the not so modern appliances. 

They had a great background for their HO layout with Montezuma’s Castle and their own version of 
Winslow. Instead of the La Posada Hotel they had the Teepee Hotel from Holbrook. 
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Notes from The Siding 
By John Emmot 

It’s late and Dave needs to get this out tonight. There are several things to highlight this month. 
Some will be covered in more detail by others, and some are unique.  

Some TECO things have clarified lately. The next ‘regular’ TECO show in Colorado Springs is set for 
the Colorado Springs Event Center (the same as the January show) on September 17-18. More 
details will follow. 
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TECO and the Pueblo Model Railroad Association have combined to present a Pueblo Rail Fair at 
the Colorado State Fair Grounds on October 15-16. We are currently seeking vendor and layout 
participants for that show too. It will be a much larger venue than the depot where it has been in the 
past. We hope that at least some of the PPD modules will be available for that out-of-town show.  

The Calhan project continues to evolve. On Friday a load of switch frogs and point rails were 
brought from Denver. There are more to be moved to Calhan as the resources are available. 

On Saturday, I attended the TCA/Rocky Mountain Train Show for the first time ever. It was an eye 
opener for this old railroader. The National Western Complex is a large space with room for lots of 
stuff and it seemed full. Sorta like TECO on steroids. There were a good number of modular layouts 
in most scales and a surprising number of Lego layouts. There were vendors ranging from individual 
creators to Lionel Corporate and everything in between. Being a TCA show, there were a lot of used 
Lionel and American Flyer trains. The surprising thing to me was the ‘reasonable’ prices I saw for 
many of these pieces. There were several of the large ‘reseller’ stores with lots of name brand 
products at discount prices. It wasn’t all trains. Any model builder would be impressed by the 
wooden ships on display. I also ran across a find for Mike Peck. He could have a ‘new’ Buddy L loco 
for $900 with tender for $450 and a matching caboose for $500 more. Cars were extra :>). I 
probably missed some of the finer points of the show as I had a side project to hold part of my 
focus. It was a good, enjoyable day. I’m glad I went. 

Remember, we are back in our old meeting place at the new police station. Check the map on the 
website it you are new. 

I hope to see a lot of folks ‘round the roundhouse on Friday.
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March 2022 Minutes 
Secretary, John Emmot 

The regular monthly meeting was called to order by Superintendent, Wade Mountz at 7:02 in the 
community room of the Classic Homes offices at Flying Horse. There were 18 members and one 
visitor present. John Lundy from Washington state had heard of our meeting through a visit to Roy’s 
Model Train store. 

The minutes of the February meetings were approved as published in the Milepost. 

Treasurers Report 
Tony Pawlicki had provided a digital update on activity in the PPD bank account, the donation of 
$100 to the food bank at the Stratmoor Hills United Methodist Church in memory of J.B. 
Thisltethewaite and the receipt of the TECO show payout prior to the meeting time. The statement 
was accepted as submitted.  

Chairman Reports 
Wade began the meeting with a discussion of a Division trip for the summer and how to finance 
one. His vision is for the PPD to subsidize a group trip to a rail attraction by providing transportation 
and perhaps the entry fees. Discussion settled on the Colorado Railroad Museum in Greely. 
Charlotte said she would investigate further.  

Wade said he had not heard anything about interest in an extra PPD get-together in the daytime. If 
no one is interested the idea will be dropped. Members may contact Kristin or Wade with input.  

There was no update on a Division picnic for this summer since Elizabeth Maline was not present. 

Wade asked for an update from the last TECO meeting. John reported that the last TECO did make a 
profit and would plan for additional shows with dates to be determined. There appears to be a 
tentative agreement in place with the Pueblo Model Railroad Association to co-sponsor a Rail Fair at 
the State Fair grounds on the 15 and 16 of October 2022. There is a proposal for a parking lot swap 
meet at the Colorado Springs Event Center on a date to be determined in May 2022. More 
information when it is confirmed. The next indoor TECO show in Colorado Springs is currently 
unknown. 

Wade mentioned the continuing need for a volunteer to be the Division web master. No one 
volunteered to change the status quo. The position is still open with John filling in for now. 

Tony announced that he had received a telephone call and email and from the Sand Creek police 
station asking if we wanted to return to their meeting room for our regular monthly evening 
meetings on the second Friday of each month. After a short discussion, a show of hands affirmed 
the desire to return to the more central location. Tony was asked to complete the paperwork. 
Appreciation was expressed to Mark for the use of the Classic Homes room in the interim. 

Wade asked for a recap of recent additions to the PPD website. The mother of a Scout who was 
working on his Merit Badges emailed saying how the railroad links he found on our site had been 
helpful with his work. They also had a site that included an electrical term glossary they liked and 
asked if we could add it to our links. After some checking, the webmaster was able to extract the 
glossary and add it to our links. It is now present under the More RR Links/Hi-Tech listings. 
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John reiterated that work continues at the site in Calhan, CO. There are several projects to help 
restore the retired rail equipment and Rock Island depot there. Volunteers are welcome. 

The layout tour committee said they were looking at a two-day schedule probably in July. Details to 
follow. 

Mark reported that the Dinosaur Resource Center in Woodland Park had requested a model setup in 
July. Joe and Kristin said they were planning to visit there soon and would do some reconnaissance 
and let Mark know what they found. 

It was noted that the Rocky Mountain Region NMRA will have their convention in conjunction with 
the Sherman Hill meet in May in Cheyenne, Wyoming. 

It was noted that Elizabeth would be at the next TCA event in Denver in April promoting TECO. 

Old business 
There was no old business. 

New Business 
There was no new business. 

Contest 
Railroad Structure:  

• First place: John Emmot 

• Second place: Tony Pawlicki 

• Third place: Tony Pawlicki 

(The camera was present, and pictures were taken.) 
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Program 
Mark Fuerstenberger presented a multi-media program on the history and equipment of the 
Southern Pacific ‘Daylight’ passenger train that ran between Los Angeles and San Francisco. 
Service began with all new Lima steam locomotives and Pullman equipment in 1937 and continued 
through dieselization in 1965 until Amtrak took over in 1971. He noted the upgrades of locomotives, 
and the use of the original consists with variations over the time. 

Meeting adjourned at 8:30. 

Operation Lifesaver 
By Joe Costa 

Operation Lifesaver is looking for a few good men and women to talk to folks, young and old, about 
train safety --- we get into train shows free this way too, 

https://oli.org/safety-near-trains/volunteerhttps://oli.org/safety-near-trains/volunteer 

 

Each year, Operation Lifesaver's trained Volunteers conduct free programs on rail safety education 
for audiences in large and small communities across the United States. Why not join them? 

https://oli.org/safety-near-trains/volunteerhttps:/oli.org/safety-near-trains/volunteer
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Become a Volunteer 
You can help make your community safer by becoming an Operation Lifesaver Authorized Volunteer 
(OLAV). 

Steps to becoming an Authorized Volunteer (OLAV) 
• Prospective Volunteers fill out and submit the online OLAV application, which is then reviewed by their 

Operation Lifesaver State Coordinator. Applicants will receive an email telling them how to go to the 
next step in the process, the online classroom training. 

• Next, applicants complete the online classroom, “The AVE” (Authorized Volunteer e-Learning), which 
is available 24/7, whenever it fits YOUR schedule. You can save your progress in the online training 
module, and are encouraged to complete it over more than one session. 

• After completing the AVE online classroom, your state coordinator will contact you to schedule the 
next step to complete the OLAV process. 

• Authorized volunteers will report their safety activities via Operation Lifesaver’s online reporting 
database, so they can easily keep track of their presentations, training and special events. 

• With the new OLAV program, OL volunteers will have more options to choose from for interacting with 
an audience. 

• Volunteers must fully understand and agree to abide by all OLI general policies and procedures as 
stated in the volunteer application. 

View/complete the OLAV Online Application 

Questions? Contact your State Coordinator. 

 

TECO Tidbits 
TECO is excited to announce our next show on September 17 & 18 at the Colorado Springs Event 
Center. I can't make any promises, but we made a lot of good vendor contacts at the TCA show this 
past weekend in Denver. Two of my "hardest to convince" vendors are interested in attending upon 
hearing that our new venue has drive-in access. I'll keep you posted as the months go by. 

I'm sure that some will be disappointed to hear that TECO could not secure a venue for a spring 
model train show or outdoor swap meet. Being on a tight budget prevents TECO from booking 
shows too far ahead and is at the mercy of a venue's generosity to cut us a break. When everything 
started to fall through, I began planning for the fall. 

Speaking of the fall, TECO has entered a partnership with the Pueblo Model Railroad Association to 
operate the Pueblo Railfair. Its new moniker will be The Railfair at the State Fairgrounds. The Railfair 
will take place on October 15 & 16 in the Livestock Pavilion. This partnership has been percolating 
since last November, and we are beginning to see the fruits of our labor. 

I will spend the rest of this spring promoting the upcoming shows and making plans for a winter 
model train show in January 2023. 

Elizabeth Maline 
Chairman 
Train Expo Colorado 

 

 

 

 

https://community.oli.org/community/form_volunteer_applications
https://community.oli.org/community/form_volunteer_applications
https://oli.org/state-coordinators
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Operation Lifesaver Pledge for Crossing Safety 

Saving Lives 
By Steve Jankowski 

As most of you know, I have been active with the Operation Lifesaver (OL) national railroad safety 
program for over 35 years and continue to be involved with it through my day-to-day activities with 
the Federal Railroad Administration as a Grade Crossing Inspector. Operation Lifesaver continues to 
make progress in preventing needless deaths and injuries at highway rail grade crossings but, while 
a reduction in the number of incidents over the years has been going down, they have recently been 
rising again. There are far too many tragic accidents that could have been easily prevented if people 
were just a little more cognizant of the dangers and had taken a few basic precautions. 

 

I just wanted to share that Operation Lifesaver is trying something new to get the message about 
grade crossing and trespassing safety out to our communities by encouraging people to take the OL 
Safety Pledge and to make safe choices around tracks by obeying the signs and warning devices 
and not trespassing on tracks. The biggest challenge is getting this message out to so many people 
who are unaware of the dangers or the best ways to stay safe around railroads and trains. It often 
amazes me how little people really know about trains and tracks and the dangers at crossings and 
along rights-of-way. Or how complacent they can become. Each morning I receive a report of the 
previous days crossing accidents and trespassing incident fatalities and injuries from across the 
country. In some cases, I investigate some of these incidents. There are nearly 6 crossing or 
trespassing incidents a day. Some days it is so sad because it is almost always the driver or 
trespasser’s fault.  

So, I'd like to ask you to please consider taking the OL pledge through the link below and then pass 
this pledge link and message on via text or email to your loved ones and friends as a reminder so 
that they can remain safe around railroads and trains... and so they may hopefully pass this 
message along to others as well. Maybe somewhere down the road, your pledge, their pledge 
email/text may save someone's life. Pledge here: https://oli.org/pledge/adults 

 

https://oli.org/pledge/adults
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“N”GINEERS Superintendent’s Corner 
By Michael Peck 

 

   

Sales Manager                                             Sales Team 

Superintendent’s Corner 
April showers bring May flowers – this saying has been around for a long time, but if we have a 
spring like last year, “let it snow, let it snow” will be the new spring saying. The club will have run 
sessions every Saturday in April. The club will have two run sessions on Saturdays. First session is 
11am to 12:30pm, second session is 12:30 to 2pm. We’re hoping this will alleviate the crowding in 
the club room and give members more running time. We may schedule a weeknight session later.  

The sales team lead by Bob LaHair has done an excellent job. Bob has formally resigned as Sales 
Manager. SO, GUESS WHAT?? I’m looking for a new Sales manager. Any volunteers for this position, 
please contact me. The club has a large inventory of items and I’m starting to see some daylight in 
my garage. 

Kidpower’s Chocoholic Frolic 2022 
The theme for the event is “The Little Train That Could”, hence our invitation to participate. This will 
be a one-time event for the club, but could lead to other events for us to participate in. 

Setup will be on Saturday May 7 at 4pm. We will be using two 8’ and one 6’ table and we’ll have 6 
chairs. There is an elevator we can use to get our modules up to the second floor where we will be 
setting up. The working hours will be 7 to 10pm followed by teardown. 

Due to the limited space, we are allowed 6 club members at a time, so I will require a head count of 
club members who wish to participate in the event, so I can work out a schedule. Club members 
working the event must wear a club shirt, club name tags will be great if you have one. 

Garden City, Boot Hill Train Show 
We headed out early Friday morning and met up at Christine’s in Rocky Ford for breakfast. We got 
into Garden City about 4pm central time+, checked in and went to the fair grounds to setup.  

During setup we found we didn’t have enough modules to make the “C” layout so settled for an “L”. 

Bob and crew setup the sales tables and started selling items right away. Sales were great with the help of 
Debra, Lee, and Mary. 
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Sales table setup. I think I need that! 

     

Mary, Lead Cashier    Debra hawking buildings 

The T-TRAK ran great! Then it didn’t, a few electrical issues popped up but we worked them out. Had 
some issues with programming locomotives but got that worked out as well. 

        
  Programming is not working, why? Everything is running great, we’re bored! 
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Getting the buildings onto the layout.                              All setup! 

Henry Turner was able to come to the show to perform his duties, looked pretty good. I forgot to get 
a photo of Henry while there. Boot Hill show had about 350 people through the door, so was a good 
show for them, bouncing back from Covid. We’ll see them again next year. 

Rail Fair at the State Fair Grounds 
As a member of TECO, the PPNG will be heading to Pueblo to operate the T-TRAK layout as well as 
sales tables. This could be a new venue for us to show off our hobby. 

This is a joint venture between the Pueblo Model Railroad Association and TECO. Show hours are 
Saturday 9-4:30, and Sunday 10-4, followed by teardown. We will be located in the livestock pavilion 
at the State Fair Grounds, 1001 Beulah Av, Pueblo, CO 81004. More on this show as we get closer. 

A Tale Of Three Bulkhead Flats 
By Tony Pawlicki 

With apologies to Yogi Berra: “You can see a lot just by looking...and sometimes you wish you 
hadn’t looked.”  This story is a case where a ridiculous number of differences turned up when 
enough looking was done (29 items covered in section 7.3 below – yikes!). Sort of a “shaggy flatcar 
story.” 

Model #1:  Athearn once offered a model of a 66’ bulkhead flatcar in several paint schemes/road 
numbers, including Burlington Northern (BN) and Cotton Belt (SSW), quite close to BN classes 
621250-621449 and 621450-621649. 

Models #2 and #3:  With extensive modifications, notably to the bulkhead bracing schemes, the 
stock Athearn models provided starting points for modeling BN 621743 and SSW 88325. 

 

Visually, the most dramatic differences are among: 

• The three distinctly different bulkhead bracing schemes (photos SSW A End Before Outer (stock 
model), BN B End After and SSW A End After) 

• The three distinctly different bottom sill reinforcing plate states (none for the stock model, different 
lengths for the BN vs. SSW models) and, related to this, the three distinctly different treatments of the 
stirrup steps (normal for the stock model, different schemes for coping with the reinforcing plate for 
BN vs. SSW) (photos Athearn Bulkhead Flat (stock model), BN Left Side, SSW Left Side) 

• The truck placements (stock and BN as close to ends as practical, SSW two feet further in from ends) 

Various miscellaneous differences can be spotted in photo BN and SSW Side By Side. 
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SSW A End Before Outer                                                     BN B End After 

     

                                     SSW A End After                                   Athearn Bulkhead Flat 
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BN Left Side                                                                    SSW Left Side 

 

BN and SSW Side By Side 

Notes: 

• Abbreviations for references used within this working paper are shown in [square brackets]. 

• References are listed in alphabetical order. 

• Photos from Web sites are NOT shown in the associated Milepost article due to copyright issues. 

BN621013.pdf, FFRPW (defined below) photo showing B-end and side detail of car in class 621000-
621049. Two closely spaced narrow vertical central braces. 

BN621139.pdf, FFRPW photo showing B-end and side detail of car in class 621100-621199. Two 
closely spaced narrow vertical central braces. 
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BN621296.pdf, FFRPW photo showing A-end and side detail of car in class 621250-621449. Single 
wide vertical central brace. 

BN621634.pdf, FFRPW photo showing B-end and side detail of car in class 621450-621649. Single 
wide vertical central brace. 

BNSF Railway Freight Cars, Vol. 2, by Robert C. Del Grosso (2008). [DelGrosV2] 

Model Railroader magazine. [MR] 

Model Railroader's How-To Guide:  Detailing Freight Cars (2005). [MRDFC] 

Official Railway Equipment Register, official roster of active service railcars in North America. 
[ORER] I have a copy of Volume 107, No. 3, January 10, 1992. [ORER92] 

• Page 75 identifies BN 621743 as AAR Car Type F343 (over 92.5 tons), in midst of otherwise nearly 
identical F243 series 621650-621849 (under 92.5 tons). (BN 621712 is an oddball, 76-ton capacity 
container car of class L008.) 

• Page 75 identifies several series spanning 621000-621649 (except 621050-621099, shorter at 48’ 11” 
and 57’ 11” interior and exterior lengths) as 56’ 8” interior length, exterior lengths ranging from 64’ 5” 
to 66’. Thus, there are prototype bulkhead flatcars with the same length as the original factory model. 

• Page 699 identifies SSW 88000-88399 as AAR Type F243 with 90 tons capacity with 389 cars of the 
series active. 

• Pages 1646-1647 define the meanings of the AAR Car Type codes. 

Official Railway Equipment Register, official roster of active service railcars in North America. 
[ORER]  I have a copy of Volume 126, No. 2, October 2010. [ORER10] 

• Page RR-67 shows series BN 621650-621849 as AAR Type 243, 53’ 1” truck centers with 96 cars 
active, but only BN 621677 as AAR Type F343. 

• Page RR-689 identifies SSW 88000-88399 as AAR Type F243, 48’ 2” truck centers, 60; 7” and 70’ 2” 
interior and exterior lengths, with 167 cars of the series active. Several F343 and F443 cars are 
scattered throughout the series, but SSW 88325 is not among them. The status of SSW 88325 is not 
determined. The 9 October 2020 photo of SSW 88320 (carrying a load) shows at least one car of the 
series was still active as of that date. Series 87500-87999 are also bulkhead flats of the same interior 
and exterior lengths; no bulkhead flats of 56’ and 66’ interior and exterior lengths are listed. 

• The truck center differences are consistent with SSW 88325 having its trucks approximately 2 feet 
farther inboard than BN 621734. 

PixReBN621734.docx, a collection of screenshots (Windows 7 “Function – Print Screen”) of on-line 
photographs of cars in the series BN 621650 – 621849. Each screenshot is accompanied by (to the 
extent available) road number, date, Web site, and aspects of interest in the photograph. 

Railroad Model Craftsman magazine. [RMC] 

SSW88001_RCP_CutLever.pdf, photo from RCPW (defined below) of SSW 88001, 21 May 2019, 
showing cut lever area with notable feature that bottom grab iron under left ladder is straight grab 
(vs. right side’s drop grab, from other photos) to leave room for cut lever bracket mount. 

SSW88303_26Apr1986.pdf, photo from FFRPW showing B-end and side detail of another car in the 
same class. 

SSW88316_5Feb2005.pdf, photo from FFRPW showing side view of another car in the same class. 

SSW88320_9Oct2020.pdf, photo from RCPW showing side view of another car in the same class, 
with much additional data: 

• Series 88000 – 88399 

• Gross weight 263,000 pounds (i.e., 131.5 tons) 

• Builder Thrall 

www.athearn.com, the Web site of the Athearn railroad model manufacturer. [ATHW] 

http://www.athearn.com/
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www.railcarphotos.com, a Web site of freight car photographs. Each photograph is accompanied by 
a data sheet (not always fully populated) identifying the builder, build date, car series, load limit, light 
weight, gross weight. [RCPW] 

www.rr-fallenflags.org, a Web site of railroad rolling stock photographs. [FFRPW] Relevance:  
Numerous photos of BN 621000-621649 (excluding 621050-621099), the 56’ 8” interior length cars, 
show: 

• Variations in bulkhead back designs:  621000-621049 and 621100-621199 having 2 closely spaced 
but separate main central vertical braces while 621250-621449 and 621450-621649 a single wide 
vertical brace; all have two smaller vertical braces on each side of the central vertical braces. Thus, 
the model’s use of a common flange for the 2 closely spaced main central vertical braces is 
prototypical for 621250-621649 but not for 621000-621199. 

• Variations in bulkhead top corner treatments (square, angled, round) 

• Variations in whether a short end ladder is present 

• 13, 14 or 15 (most commonly) stake pockets, matching or like the model’s 13 

• In some cases, alternating stake pockets are reflectorized (for grade crossing visibility, presumably) 

www.rrpicturearchives.net, Web site containing well-organized (by railroad and car type) 
photographs of railroad rolling stock and other items. [RPAW] 

Miscellaneous Data 
Athearn is the manufacturer of the BN 621734 model, some years ago. The same model body was 
(14 June 2014) in production (announced July 2013, sold out as of 9 October 2014) but with correct 
road numbers for the body. The road numbers are BN 621452, 621556 and 621634, in the series 
(621450-621649) before the 621650-621849 series. (This is readily identifiable by:  length, bulkhead 
side profile, bulkhead side grab irons placement, bulkhead back reinforcing structures and brake 
wheel orientation (slanted vs. vertical).)  [ATHW] 

Model and real-world prototype cars have 2 trucks of 2 axles each (i.e., not specialized 6-axles 
cars). 

RCPW data sheet for BN 621671 provides the following data: 

• Builder/Build Date = Greenville Steel Car (GSC), January 1977 

• Car Series = BN 621650-621849 

• Load Limit/Light Weight = 182,200 (pounds), 80,800 

• Gross Weight = 263,000 (aka Gross Rail Load (GRL)) (= max. allowed for normal railcars at time of 
manufacture) [SSW is the same] 

• AAR Car Type = F243 (second character “2” means Load Limit in range 155,000 – 184,999, i.e., 77.5 to 
92.5 tons) [SSW is the same] 

From this we conclude: 

• “100 ton” wheelsets are appropriate (vs. the stock model’s “70-ton” wheelsets). [SSW is the same] 

• The ORER’s isolation of BN 621743 as the sole AAR Car Type F343 within the car series implies that 
the Load Limit is probably only slightly above the 92.5 ton dividing line. (On the model, we have 
changed 621734 to 621743 on the sides and ends.) 

• This is presumably due to a slightly lighter Light Weight. For example, a 93-ton load limit (= 
186,000 pounds) implies a Light Weight of 263,000 – 186,000 = 77,000 pounds, which would be 
3,800 pounds lighter than nominal for this car series. 

• Model shows LT WT = 22,300, clearly erroneous, though if both “2” values are typos for “7” the 
resulting 77,300 (3,500 below nominal) implies Load Limit 185,300 pounds, just 300 pounds 
above minimum for F343. 

• The model’s Load Limit is shown as 176,400, inconsistent with F343. (Capacity is shown as 
176,000; this item of data was eliminated as redundant in 1990, per MR, Nov. 2012, p. 21.) 

• A consistent picture is AAR Car Type F343 with 185,300 Load Limit, 77,300 Light Weight. [SSW is 
F243, 100-ton trucks still appropriate, consistent with photos] 

RCPW photo of BN 621671, 4 September 2011, Denver Colorado, shows: 

http://www.railcarphotos.com/
http://www.rr-fallenflags.org/
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• Air reservoir and triple valve locations. 

• Crossover grab center eyebolt protrudes substantially from upright it is welded to (model 621734 
lacks eyebolt and grab is not well away from the upright). 

• Brake chain detail. 

• Cut lever and bracket detail. 

• Center eyebolt support for crossover grab broken loose from right-center upright. 

• Short end ladder detail (stile is angle iron, tied to bulkhead cross-rib). 

• Center bulkhead upright is composed of two separated members (in contrast to stock model of 
621734, using a single common broad flange on the upright braces). [SSW is the similar, 2 separated 
members on prototype vs. single broad upright on factory model] 

• Clear view of 4 identical stout evenly spaced horizontal bulkhead channel (or rectangular tubing) ribs 
on either side of center upright-pair. Third rib from top is BELOW the crossover grab height. [SSW is 
much different, per photos] 

• Bent side grab iron. 

• Grab irons are offset to accommodate the slant of the bulkhead (from bottom:  1, 2 directly in line, 3 
offset inboard, 4 offset further inboard). (This contrasts with the stock model of 621734 where all are 
in direct line.)  [SSW is different, all grabs vertically aligned, no offsets, so factory model is already 
correct] 

• Bottom sill reinforcing plate runs from end to about ¾ of the way from the first to the second stake 
pocket. Stirrup step bends out around the reinforcing plate, which protrudes outboard of the main sill 
member. [SSW has similar but longer reinforcing plate, but home-made stirrup step is below 
reinforcing plate] 

• The end cross member is a channel with flanges facing outward and a short vertical channel at its 
center. The cross-member’s bottom is even with the flatcar deck. [SSW has no such channel cross 
member, just a solid plate] 

• AEI below Consolidated Stencil (basically near 3rd stake pocket from right, as low on side sill as 
possible). [SSW has AEI just below deck, between 3rd and 4th stake pocket from right] 

RCPW photo of BN 621744, 21 April 2012, Seattle, Washington, shows: 

• Horizontal ribs on bulkhead appear to be 8” x 4” (or larger, perhaps 12” x 6”) channels (or rectangular 

tubing), all the same. [SSW is much different] 
FFRPW photo of BN 621658, 10 March 2012, Griffith, Indiana, shows: 

• AEI to left of Consolidated Stencil. 

• Reinforcing plate on left bottom of sill extends all the way to the car end. 

• Left bulkhead LACKS side reinforcing plates welded on (thus there are no rosette weld holes). [SSW is 
the same] 

FFRPW photo of BN 621782, 10 March 2012, Griffith, Indiana, shows: 

• Empty car, in company with BN 621658 and BN 621786 (probably NOT on way to being scrapped as 
road number is not white-lined) (BN 621663 was being used as a bridge on 14 October 1999 per 
another Fallen Flags photo.) 

• AEI far to right of Consolidated Stencil. 

FFRPW photo of BN 621786, 10 March 2012, Griffith, Indiana, shows: 

• AEI below Consolidated Stencil. 

FFRPW photo of BN 621820, March 2009, Casa Grande, Arizona, shows: 

• Car is clearly in revenue service. 

• AEI to right of Consolidated Stencil. 

FFRPW photo of BN 621839, 8 January 2012, Galesburg, Illinois, shows: 

• Brake wheel detail 

• Wear on bulkheads evident (flanges bent; large areas of rust where loads have battered the flat area 
of the bulkhead – these patterns vary widely from car to car based on other photos) 

• Slanted grab iron on left-hand bulkhead (model has it only on right-hand bulkhead, BN prototype 
photos always show it on both sides of both bulkheads) [SSW has it only on right-hand bulkhead] 
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RPAW photo of BN 621608 (similar series of bulkhead flats), 20 Mar. 1982, West Colton, California, 
shows: 

• ACI label placement on right bulkhead above top horizontal grab iron. (So that’s where to look to see 
whether early photos of the proper series show any use of ACI labels.) 

RPAW photo of BN 621658, 11 September 2010, Tulsa, Oklahoma, shows: 

• Cut lever detail. 

• Stirrup steps. 

• Short end ladder. 

• Side grabs. 

• Yellow safety stripes. 

• Consolidated Stencil. 

• Roping staple. [SSW has vertical plate solid pulling loop at bottom of sill reinforcement, between first 
and second stake pockets from left] 

• Note absence of vertical grab on bulkhead side across from slanted grab. (Stock model of 621734 
has both, prototype only has slanted grab.)  [SSW is same] 

• AEI to left of Consolidated Stencil. 
RPAW photo of BN 621666, 18 July 2012, Foley, Missouri, shows: 

• Stirrup step mounting location. 

• Brake chain fulcrum (seen through stirrup step). 

RPAW photo of BN 621671, 25 November 2011, Hanford, California, shows: 

• Roping staple on diamond-shaped patch/base (patch/base not part of original delivery, but appears to 
be a common, though not universal, repair technique) 

• I-beam load (among other loads that show many of these cars still in revenue service after 2010) 

• Absence of vertical grab on bulkhead side across from long slanted grab (confirmed by many other 
photos). (Stock model of 621734 has both, prototype only has slanted grab.) 

RPAW photo of BN 621685, 1 June 2013, Williams Junction, Arizona, shows: 

• Partially abraded white vertical stripe centered on bulkhead face, stopping a foot from the top 

• Square top corners of bulkhead 

• Roping staple 

• End number 

• Stirrup step detail 

• Lack of tack board (or perhaps it is a number board) below end number (contrary to stock model of 
621734) 

• Perforations/reinforcing plate welds on side of bulkhead (not part of original delivery; seen in several 
patterns on many cars in later years; when reinforcing plate overlaps area where roping staple 
belongs, staple is removed from original side sill and reinstalled on reinforcing plate) 

• Absence of vertical grab on bulkhead side across from slanted grab. (Stock model of 621734 has 
both, prototype only has slanted grab.) 

• Four stout horizontal ribs in bulkhead (model has 4 thin vertical ribs, one horizontal rib). [SSW differs 
from both:  one horizontal rib on each side, one full height vertical rib on each side] 

• Wide external strap across 3rd horizontal rib from top is NOT present on original design (see BN 
621774, 621799); it is not common, but not unique either – see FFRPW and RPAW photos of BN 
621839. [SSW has no such feature] 

• Side grabs:  drop style except slanted grab at top is straight. [SSW has top 3 straight grabs, bottom a 
drop grab] 

• AEI to left of Consolidated Stencil. 

RPAW photo of BN 621783, 8 March 1977, Calumet Park, Illinois, shows: 

• Brand new car in string of 4 brand new cars. 

• View angle does not show area where ACI placard would be placed (required up to 1 Jan. 1978; 
perhaps not applied until BN took delivery, in any case) 

• Solid white vertical stripe centered on bulkhead face, running all the way to the top 

• End number 
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• End short ladder 

• Stirrup step detail 

• Reinforcing plate on bottom of sill stops short of stirrup step. 

• Lack of tack board (or number board) below end number (contrary to model of 621734) 

• No perforations/reinforcing plate welds on side of bulkhead (presumably added as needed later 
during maintenance) 

• Roping staple, angled grab and stirrup step painted white 

• Absence of vertical grab on bulkhead side across from slanted grab. (Model of 621734 has both, 
prototype only has slanted grab.) 

• No end cross member below top of side sill (in contrast to the model of 621734, which has both such 
a cross member and grab irons on it below the end ladders), though there is a 45-degree gusset. The 
end cross member is a channel with flanges facing outward and a short vertical channel at its center 
(none of this shows on the model of 621734); see detail of RCPW photo of BN 621671, 4 September 
2011, Denver Colorado. 

• No extension of bulkhead flange below the deck (in contrast to the model of 621734 that has a large, 
angled extension of the flange). [SSW has a large, angled extension of the flange] 

RPAW photo of BN?, next to BN 621685, 2 October 2011, Porter, Indiana, shows: 

• Clear view of bad-order tube (second style, applied later during maintenance?) (location varies from 
car to car – this one is between bolster and second stake pocket) 

• There appear to be text and an arrow pointing to the bad-order tube 

• Roping staple applied to reinforcing angle plate 

RPAW photo of BN 621827, 30 October 1983, Oneonta, New York, shows: 

• Clear view of right bulkhead side with no ACI label. 

• Consolidated stencil between fourth and fifth stake pockets from right. 

• Reinforcing plate on bottom of sill stops short of stirrup step. 

RPAW photo of BN 621839, 6 April 2011, Cass Lake, Minnesota, shows: 

• Rust/dark debris on tops of horizontal reinforcing ribs on back of bulkhead. 

• Fresh stenciling of road number above top right horizontal reinforcing rib on back of bulkhead. 

• Wide external strap across 3rd horizontal rib from top; this is NOT present on original design. 

RPAW photo of BN 621846, 3 June 2006, Alliance Yard, Texas, shows: 

• Clear view of cut lever and bracket. 

• Clear view of crossover platform. 

• AEI to right of Consolidated Stencil. 

RPAW photo of BNSF 545498, 7 August 2009, Denver, Colorado, shows: 

• Apparently identical car (to the BN series in its later years) in all visible details, including rosette-
welded bulkhead side reinforcing plates and bottom of sill reinforcing plates. 

• Car type as F243. 

• DelGrosV2, p. 104, shows this as part of series BNSF 545457-545634. Spot checks of this series on 
RPAW and RCPW confirm these cars match. 

Patterns 
This section identifies various patterns (for BN cars, unless otherwise noted), most directly derived 
from data gathered above. 

Timeline for Freight Car Markings, Appliances and Practices: 

• 1961:  ICC allows tank cars without running boards (so larger tank diameter are possible). (MR, Oct. 
2020, p. 46) 

• 1964:  First use of Automated Car Identification (ACI) labels. (MR, Dec. 1983, p. 171.) 

• 1964:  High-cube boxcars built after late 1964 not required to have running boards. (MR, Sep. 2020, p. 
57) 

• 1966:  Automatic slack adjusters required for new construction. (RMC, Dec. 2019, p. 57) 

• 1966:  Retaining valve located below side sill required for new construction. (RMC, Dec. 2019, pp. 55-
57) 
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• 1966:  Roller bearing trucks required on all new/rebuilt 100-ton cars. (MRDFC, p. 91.) 

• 1966:  ICC allows roof walks to be removed. 

• 1966:  New cars ordered after April 1966 or delivered after October 1966 must not have roof walks 
(apart from those needed for hatch access, e.g., covered hoppers). 

• 1966:  Brake wheels required to be mounted low on all new cars. (MRDFC, p. 91.)  Existing high brake 
wheels allowed to remain unless repair is required (then must be lowered). 

• 1966:  End railing (crossover grab iron) between tops of short end ladders required. (MR, Sep. 2020, p. 
56) 

• 1966:  Crossover platforms required by FRA on boxcars and covered hoppers. (Railway Age, 
www.railwayage.com/regulatory/safety-appliances-evolution/, May 13, 2014) 

• 1967:  Automated Car Identification (ACI) labels officially introduced. (MR, Dec. 1983, p. 171.) 

• 1968:  American Association of Railroads (AAR) required roof walk removal (apart from those needed 
for hatch access, e.g., covered hoppers) by 1978 for cars in interchange service. Deadline eventually 
extended to 1983; extended to retirement for boxcars captive to owning railroad. (Sometimes roof 
walk remained but ladders were cut down to prevent access.) 

• 1968:  All new cars require roller bearing trucks (vs. previously only new/rebuilt 100-ton cars). 
(MRDFC, p. 91.) 

• 1970:  Legislation limits tank cars to 34,500 gallons and 263,000 pounds (131 tons). (MR, Oct. 2020, 
p. 46) 

• 1970:  Incentive Per Diem (IPD) boxcar per diem pricing rules go into effect. (MR, Aug. 2020, pp. 32-
37.) 

• 1970:  1 January 1970, Automated Car Identification (ACI) labels required on all interchange cars. 
(MR, Dec. 1983, p. 171.) 

• 1970:  DOT/FRA mandates hazardous material tank cars be equipped with Type F interlocking 
couplers (single shelf). (K118, 2004; MR, Aug. 2020, pp. 32-37.) 

• 1972:  Consolidated stencils first used. (MRDFC, p. 91.) 

• 1974:  Railbox receives its first boxcars. (MR, Aug. 2020, pp. 32-37.) 

• 1974:  Consolidated stencils required by 1 July 1974. (RMC, Dec. 1978, p.62.) 

• 1975:  Tank cars using 1919 ARA standards must be removed from service by Jan. 1, 1975. (MR, Oct. 
2020, p. 46) 

• 1975:  AAR adopts top and bottom shelf couplers (Types SE and SF) as Standards for tank cars. 
(K118, 2004) 

• 1978:  DOT/FRA mandates hazardous material tank cars be equipped with Type F interlocking 
couplers (double-shelf). (MR, Aug. 2020, pp. 32-37.) 

• 1978:  1 January 1978, Automated Car Identification (ACI) labels no longer required on interchange 
cars. (MR, Dec. 1983, p. 171.)  Some captive service fleets actively maintained the capability. 

• 1978:  23 March 1978, start applying U-1 wheel inspection dots to cars using 33” wheels (mainly 70-
ton cars); white = bad, yellow = OK. By 1 January 1979 all defective wheels were supposed to have 
been replaced. Inspection dots were occasionally applied to cars that did not have to be inspected, so 
might appear on a 100-ton car. (MR, Dec. 1982, p. 179.) 

• 1990:  CAPACITY marking was eliminated as redundant. (MR, Nov. 2012, p. 21. This MR note explains 
CAPACITY, LIGHT WEIGHT, and LOAD LIMIT.) 

• 1994:  Automatic Equipment Identification (AEI) tags (transponders) were mandatory by 31 Dec 1994. 
(MR, July 1999, p. 35.) 

• 1995:  Solid-bearing trucks banned from interchange service. (MR, Aug. 2020, pp. 32-37.) 

• 2004:  The Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) requirement for yellow safety stripes along bottom 
of car sides took effect. (DelGrosV2, p. 7.) 

• 2016:  Consolidated Stencil requirement is dropped. (Perhaps AEI transponders now provide the 
data?)  (MR, Aug. 2020, pp. 32-37.) 

Automated Car Identification (ACI) Use: 

• All photos post-2000 shows no ACI label. 

• Even RPAW photo of BN 621827, 30 October 1983, Oneonta, New York, shows no ACI label in 
expected location. 

• Technically, ACI labels were required at the time these flatcars were built (i.e., before 1 Jan. 1977). 
Conceivably, the labels were never applied. 

http://www.railwayage.com/regulatory/safety-appliances-evolution/
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Automatic Equipment Identification (AEI) Locations: 

• Placement varies, as these were retrofits done a decade after initial delivery:  photos show AEI to right 
of, left of and (when there was room) below the Consolidated Stencil, which is always in the general 
vicinity of the third stake pocket from the right. 

• AEI tags are applied to both sides of the car, towards the right end. (See MRDFC, p. 90.) 

Consolidated Stencil (“FRA Lube Plates”) Locations: 

• Placement is typically in the general vicinity of the third stake pocket from the right. Occasionally, just 
right of second stake pocket from right (between stake pocket and jacking pad). 

Reinforcing Plate on Bottom of Sill: 

• On new cars, stops short of stirrup step. 

• On older cars (i.e., in later years, especially after 2000), the plate usually runs all the way to the car 
end, forcing stirrup step to either (a) arc out around the plate (BN) or (b) be welded to the bottom of 
the plate (SSW). 

• This pattern with time is true whether the bulkhead sides have been reinforced (with the reinforcing 
plate having the characteristic rosette welding holes). 

Systematic Comparisons Among Athearn Factory (As-Shipped) Model And Prototypes 

This section systematically compares stock Athearn model, BN prototype and SSW prototype. 

Feature: Reinforcing Plate on Bottom of Sill 

Factory Model: Not present 
BN Prototype: Runs from end to about ¾ of the way from the first to the second stake pocket 
(nearly universal modification – as-delivered, the plate stopped short of the stirrup step) 
SSW Prototype: Runs from end to fourth stake pocket (i.e., 5 feet longer than BN) 

Feature: Bulkhead Side Configuration 

Factory Model: Outer side has straight diagonal slope; 4 horizontals straight, one vertical straight 
and one near-vertical straight grab irons on both ends; horizontal grab irons are vertically aligned; 
large, angled extension of bulkhead flange below the deck 
BN Prototype: Outer side has bottom third straight, rest diagonal; 4 horizontal drop grab irons on 
both ends, one near-vertical straight grab iron on right end only; horizontal grab irons are offset to 
accommodate the slant of the bulkhead (from bottom:  1, 2 directly in line, 3 offset inboards, 4 
offset further inboard); no extension of bulkhead flange below the deck 
SSW Prototype: Straight diagonal slope; 4 horizontal grab irons on both ends (top 3 straight, bottom 
drop), one near-vertical straight grab iron on right end only; horizontal grab irons are vertically 
aligned; large, tapered extension of bulkhead flange below the deck 

Feature: Bulkhead End Configuration 

Factory Model: Two large center vertical T members close together sharing common T cross; two 
vertical ribs on each side of center members; one horizontal rib 55% of way down from top; top 
horizontal channel NOT running all the way out to the edge of bulkhead, instead stopping at outer 
sides of side posts; top bulkhead corners round; no strap on bottom half of either main vertical 
member 
BN Prototype: Two large center vertical T members close together with separate T cross elements; 
no other vertical ribs; four horizontal ribs on each side; top horizontal channel running all the way 
out to the edge of bulkhead top square corners; no strap on bottom half of either main vertical 
member 
SSW Prototype: Two large center vertical T members well separated with separate T cross elements; 
one vertical rib on each side of center members; one horizontal rib 45% of way down from top; top 
horizontal channel (wider than factory model’s) running all the way out to the edge of bulkhead top 
square corners; strap on each main vertical member running down from just above horizontal 
member to bottom of end sill 
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Feature: Car Length  
(interior = between bulkheads, exterior = between coupler pulling faces) 

Factory Model:  Interior 56’ Exterior 66’ 
BN Prototype:    Interior 60’ 8” Exterior 69’ 
SSW Prototype: Interior 60’ 7” Exterior 70’ 2” 

Feature: Stake Pockets 

Factory Model: 13 
BN Prototype:  15 
SSW Prototype: 18 

Feature: Pulling Loops 

Factory Model:  None 
BN Prototype:  Horizontal roping staple 
SSW Prototype: Vertical plate below side sill 

Feature: Manufacturer 

Factory Model: Thrall 
BN Prototype:  Greenville Steel Car (GSC) 
SSW Prototype: Thrall 

Feature: Stirrup Steps 

Factory Model:  Standard stirrup step mounted to bottom of side sill 
BN Prototype:  Home-made step bends out around reinforcing plate that protrudes outboard 
of main sill member 
SSW Prototype: Crude home-made stirrup step is welded to bottom of reinforcing plate 

Feature: Truck Centers 

Factory Model:  As close to ends as practical 
BN Prototype:  As close to ends as practical 
SSW Prototype: Two feet inboard of closest practical location 

Feature: Bad-Order Tube 

Factory Model:  Not present 
BN Prototype:  Present, left side near B-end 
SSW Prototype: Not present 

Feature: End Number Boards 

Factory Model:  Mounted directly to back face of bulkhead 
BN Prototype:  None – the end numbers are applied directly to the bulkhead 
SSW Prototype: Mounted between right main vertical rib and bulkhead right side 

Feature: Short End Ladder Inside Stile Top Support 

Factory Model:  Free-floating 
BN Prototype:  Strap brace to second horizontal rib from bottom 
SSW Prototype: Angle-iron brace to back of bulkhead and/or rightmost vertical rib 

Feature: Brake Chain 

Factory Model:  Not present 
BN Prototype:  Through crossover platform; fulcrum visible 
SSW Prototype: Through floor next to left main vertical rib; fulcrum not visible 
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Feature: Exterior Bolster Supports 

Factory Model:  Four vertical braces, tops well below deck 
BN Prototype:  Three vertical braces, tops at bottom of deck 
SSW Prototype: Four vertical braces, tops near bottom of deck 

Feature: Vertical Center Stripe on Bulkhead 

Factory Model:  Not present 
BN Prototype:  Present as delivered; in service present (e.g., BN 621685 in 2013) or not 
(perhaps worn away) 
SSW Prototype: Present 

Modifications To The Original Model 
This section lists modifications made to the stock models to better match the prototypes. 

Generic Considerations 
ACI (if present), AEI (if present) and Consolidated Stencil locations tend to vary on prototype cars, 
so absent photo of exact same road number, location is only roughly specified. 

Interior and exterior length differences and stake pocket count differences (model vs. both 
prototypes) require appropriate changes in placements of some details. 

Rationale for Choices of Modifications 
Prototype Weight Issues:  For detailing decisions concerning post-build modifications that would 
have significantly increased the light weight, do NOT make the modification, since the extremely low 
light weight is what causes the BN car to be an F343 rather than an F243 as late as the 1992 ORER. 
Minor increase modifications are allowed for their distinctive visual effects. Thus: 

• Heavy reinforcement plates on the sides of the bulkheads are not to be added. 

• Bottoms of sill reinforcing plates are to extend all the way to the ends of the car (so BN stirrup steps’ 
distinctive arcing around the plates can be shown). [SSW will have home-made stirrup step welded to 
bottom of plate] 

• Wide external strap across 3rd horizontal rib from top is NOT to be added to BN model. 

Major Structural Issues:  Major structural modifications of the stock model body are not being 
attempted. Basically, the project is an extensive super detailing effort. Thus: 

• BN and SSW: Overall car length will not be corrected – adding 4 feet to length would leave car too 
fragile for routine layout and TECO train show use. 

• BN and SSW: Stake pocket counts, and locations will not be corrected – this could not be done 
consistently given the decision (explained above) not to change the overall length. 

• BN: The bulkhead side profile of the BN model (uniform taper down to deck height) will not be 
changed to try to match the prototype (broader overall, with taper ending about 18” above the deck). 
[SSW already has correct profile, uniform taper down to deck height] 

• SSW: The SSW bolsters need to be relocated 2 feet inboard and the exterior bolster braces moved 
accordingly. 

Specific Modifications 
Interior bolster location: 

• BN: No change. [N/A.] 

• SSW: Relocate 2 feet inboard. [DONE.] 

Exterior bolster supports: 

• BN: Replace 4 vertical braces with 3 and extend all to bottom of deck. [DONE.] 

• SSW: Relocate 2 feet inboard and extend all vertical braces to near bottom of deck except where 
blocked by stake pocket. [DONE.] 

Bulkhead flanges: 

• BN:  Bulkhead flanges extending below deck need to be removed. [DONE.] 
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• SSW: Bulkhead flanges extending below deck need to be given a straight taper (vs. factory dogleg). 
[DONE.] 

Trucks and wheelsets: 

• BN and SSW: 33-inch (“70 ton”) wheelsets need to be replaced with 36-inch (“100 ton”). [DONE.] 

• BN and SSW: Trucks and wheelsets need to be weathered. [DONE.] 

Coupler height and wheels clearance (after replacing 33” with 36” wheelsets): 

• BN: Body height OK but remove under-deck materials to clear wheels. [DONE.] 

• SSW: Body needs to be lowered to get correct coupler height (lower bolster and remove under-deck 
materials to clear wheels). [DONE.] 

Horizontal grab irons under end ladders: 

• BN: Replace cast-on grab irons with formed wire straight grab irons. [DONE.] 

• SSW: Replace cast-on right side grab irons with formed wire drop grab irons. [DONE.] 

• SSW: Replace cast-on left side grab irons with formed wire straight grab irons. [DONE.] 

Horizontal rungs of end ladders: 

• BN: Replace crude cast-on rungs with formed wire straight grab irons. [DONE.] 

• SSW: Replace crude cast-on rungs with formed wire straight grab irons. (Note:  This is tricky as the 
stiles are quite brittle, making drilling holes for the formed wire grabs a delicate operation. In 
retrospect, the BN model approach of replacing the brittle stiles with styrene angle was a better 
approach.)  [DONE.] 

Horizontal grab irons on bulkhead sides: 

• BN: Replace cast-on grab irons with 4 formed wire drop grab irons. [DONE.] 

• SSW: Replace cast-on grab irons with top 3 straight, bottom drop grab irons of formed wire. [DONE.] 

Vertical grab irons on bulkhead sides: 

• BN: Vertical grabs on all bulkhead sides need to be removed. [DONE.] 

• SSW:  Vertical grabs on right-end bulkhead sides need to be removed. [DONE.] 

Slant (near-vertical) grab irons on bulkhead sides: 

• BN: Molded-on slant grabs on right-end bulkhead sides need to be replaced by wire. [DONE.] 

• SSW:  Molded-on slant grabs on right-end bulkhead sides need to be replaced by wire. [DONE.] 
              Molded-on slant grabs on left-end bulkhead sides need to be removed. [DONE.] 

Pulling loops: 

• BN: Horizontal roping staples need to be added to sides of side sill. [DONE.] 

• SSW: Vertical pulling loops need to be added to bottom of side sill reinforcing plates. [DONE.] 

Bad-order tube: 

• BN: Need to add bad-order tube, left side near B-end. [DONE.] 

• SSW:  No bad-order tube present, so factory model is correct. [N/A.] 

Bottom sill reinforcing plates: 

• BN: Reinforcing plates (of BN prototypical length) need to be added to bottoms of side sills near 
car ends. [DONE.] 

• SSW: Reinforcing plates (of SSW prototypical length, notably longer than BN prototype’s) need to be 
added to bottoms of side sills near car ends. [DONE.] 

Data Stencils: 

• BN and SSW: Light Weight (LT WT) and Load Limit/Capacity stencils OK as-is. [N/A.] 

Consolidated Stencils: 

• BN:   Already present as single panel. [N/A.] 

• SSW:  Already present as two horizontally separated panels but right-hand panel needs to be 
relocated to accommodate relocated external bolster support. [DONE.] 

AEI transponders: 
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• NOTES: 

• AEI tags (transponders) were mandatory by 31 Dec 1994. See MR, July 1999, p. 35. 

• AEI tags are applied to both sides of the car, towards the right end. (See MRDFC, p. 90.) 

• BN: AEI transponder needs to be added near bottom of side sill, near 3rd stake pocket from right. 
[DONE.] 

• SSW: AEI transponder needs to be added just below deck, between 2nd and 3rd stake pockets from 
right. [DONE.] 

Bulkhead end main central vertical braces: 

• BN: Center single vertical bulkhead brace needs to become closely spaced pair. [DONE.] 

• SSW: Center single vertical bulkhead brace needs to become widely spaced pair. Need to add a 
strap on each main vertical member running down from just above the horizontal member to the 
bottom of the end sill. [DONE.] 

Vertical bulkhead braces (between main central vertical braces and bulkhead sides): 

• BN: Thin vertical bulkhead braces (2 per side) need to be removed. [DONE.] 

• SSW: Thin vertical bulkhead braces (2 per side) need to be removed and replaced with one stout 
one per side. [DONE.] 

Bulkhead end horizontal braces: 

• BN: Single horizontal brace needs to be removed and replaced with 4 evenly-vertically-spaced 
horizontal braces. [DONE.] 

• SSW: Single horizontal brace 55% of way down from top needs to be removed and replaced with 
single horizontal brace 45% of way down from top. [DONE.] 

Bulkhead top channel and top corners: 

• BN: Channel needs to run all the way to the ends of the bulkhead. Bulkhead round top corners 
need to be replaced with square corners. [DONE.] 

• SSW: Channel needs to be wider than factory model and run all the way to the ends of the bulkhead. 
Bulkhead round top corners need to be replaced with square corners (photo SSW Striped Bulkhead). 
[DONE.] 

 

SSW Striped Bulkhead 

End number boards: 

• BN: End number boards need to be removed (numbers go directly onto bulkhead back faces)  
[DONE.] 

• SSW: End number boards need to be relocated. [DONE.] 

Side numbers: 

• BN: Side numbers need to be changed from 621734 to 621743. [DONE.] 
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• SSW: OK as-is. [N/A.] 

End numbers: 

• BN: End numbers need to be added to bulkhead back faces. [DONE.] 

• BN: End numbers need to be changed from 621734 to 621743. [DONE.] 

• SSW: End numbers need to be added to end number boards. [DONE.] 

Crossover platforms: 

• BN: Cast-on crossover platforms need to be replaced, using etched metal. [DONE.] 

• SSW: Cast-on crossover platforms need to be replaced, using etched metal. [DONE.] 

Short end ladder top inside stile: 

• BN: Short end ladder needs to have strap support from top of inside stile to top of third horizontal 
rib from the top (rather than stile being free-floating). [DONE.] 

• SSW:  Short end ladder needs to have angle iron support from top inside stile to back of bulkhead 
and/or right vertical rib (rather than stile being free-floating and extending well above top rung). 
[DONE.] 

Cut lever brackets: 

• BN: Add cut lever brackets (per RPAW photo of BN 621846). [DONE.] 

• SSW:  Add cut lever brackets (per detail of RCP photo of SSW 88001; quite different from BN). 
[DONE.] 

Cut lever: 

• BN: Add cut lever (per RPAW photo of BN 621658). [DONE.] 

• SSW: Add cut lever (RCP photo of SSW 88001, 21 May 2019); Plano Model Products #12009 
Stanray-style cut lever is good match. [DONE.] 

Brake chain and fulcrum: 

• BN: Add brake chain and fulcrum (per RPAW photo of BN 621666). [DONE.] 

• SSW:  Add brake chain (per FFRPW photo of SSW 88303) – no visible fulcrum; chain drops through 
hole in deck. [DONE.] 

Vertical Center Stripe on Bulkhead: 

• BN: Not present (assumed worn away – was present at delivery). [N/A.] 

• SSW: Add narrow stripe (with 1/8” chart tape) (photo SSWstripedBulkhead.JPG). [DONE.] 
 
 

Diner Car Menu Item 
By Mike Maline 

This month we will sample a delicacy served on the Southern Pacific Lines Diner cars for breakfast. 
What a way to start the day!  Remember, this recipe was served long before calories were counted 
by folks. Bon Appetit!! 

Apple Pancakes 
1 heaping tsp sugar  2 mealy apples 
1 cup milk    salt to taste 
1 cup flour    shortening (optional) 
2 eggs    powdered sugar 
1 Tbsp butter, melted 

In the mixing bowl, dissolve sugar in milk. Add flour and whip until smooth. Add eggs and butter and 
beat well. Peel, core, halve, and slice apples thin. To prepare, place apples on a well-heated griddle 
or frying pan on which a small amount of shortening has been heated. Fray apples until they begin 
to soften, then cover thinly with batter and let bake until topside shows dry. Turn once. When nicely 
browned and done, dust with powdered sugar and serve. 
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Before you Begin 
You’ll need: Medium mixing bowl, Whisk, Pancake griddle 
Heat butter or shortening for frying to hot 
Prep time: 30 minutes        Yield: 12 6-inch pancakes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cheyenne Railroad Heritage Days 2022 
Sherman Hill Train Show and RMR Convention 

Cheyenne, WY     Friday evening through Sunday, May 13 – 15, 2022 
 

May 13 Friday  1:00 – 3:00 PM* Registration / Model Entry Registration 
   6:00 – 9:00 PM** Registration / Clinics 

May 14  Saturday 9:00 – 10:00 AM* Train Show / Registration / Model Registration 
   10:00 AM – 1:00 PM* Train Show / Clinics / Contest Popular Voting 
   1:00 PM – 4:00 PM* Train Show / Clinics / Contest NMRA Judging 
   4:00 PM – 5:00 PM* Train Show / Model Pickup 
   6:30 PM – 9:30 PM** Clinics 

May 15 Sunday 10:00 – 11:00 AM* Train Show / Model Pickup 
   11:00 AM – Noon* Train Show / Clinic / Contest Awards / Pickup 
   Noon – 2:00 PM* Train Show / Clinics 
   2:00 - 3:00 PM* Train Show 

 *Sherman Hill Train Show Archer Event Center, 3801 Archer Parkway, 
Cheyenne, WY. 

**Best Western Plus Frontier Inn, 8101 Hutchins Dr., Cheyenne, WY.  
The reservation line is: 307-638-8891 (No discount). 

 

Meals & Hotel are on your own. No speaker, no banquet, no train ride. 
Please provide Model Contest Entry Form #901 to Gary Myers by 5/7/22 

(garymyers06@comcast.net) 
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website information at RMR-nmra.org 
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< CUT HERE >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

Registration Form (Please print legibly) 
Primary Registrant Name  (must be over 18 years o                                                                                      . 
 

Address                                                                City                                        State               Zip code           . 
 

e-mail:           Mobile Phone:                                . 

Member of NMRA?  Y / N    NMRA Number:                                         If no, see non-member fee below. 

Names of all family members attending (please include age if under 12): 

                                                                                                                         . 
 

Fares and Fees 
Number                          Item                                                             Fare Total  

  Primary Registrant      $ 30   

  Primary Registrant (Train Show Vendor/Layout Participant) $ 10   

  Primary Registrant Non-NMRA Member Additional Fee $ 20   

  First Family Member (over 18)    $ 20   

  Additional Family Members (over 12)   $ 10   

  Additional Family Members (12 & under)   $ 0   

  Total           

 

Fees include $10 Train Show Admission. Family members working Train Show, deduct $10 from 
fare. 

Questions: Contact Gary Myers, 720-837-4393, garymyers06@comcast.net 

Make check payable to: Rocky Mountain Region, NMRA. 

Mail to Cheyenne Railroad Heritage Days, % Denny Krausman, 9609 Silver Hill Circle, Lone Tree, 
CO 80124-5420 
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 2022 ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION CONVENTION SCHEDULE  

  Friday, May 13th   

  Sherman Hill Train Show - Archer Event Center    

  Times Room 1 Room 2   

  1:00 - 2:00 PM   Model Registration   

  2:00 - 3:00 PM   Model Registration   

       

  Best Western Plus Frontier Inn - Conference Center   

  Times Conference Room Contest Criterium   

  6:00 - 7:00 PM Mackay Hill Mine Tour - Bill Tulley Note: Contest Form 901   

  7:00 - 8:00 PM Clinic #2 due to Gary Myers by May 7   

  8:00 - 9:00 PM Weighing Cars & Scale Houses - Gary Myers garymyers06@comcast.net    

          
     

  Saturday, May 14th   

  Sherman Hill Train Show - Archer Event Center    

  Times Room 1 Room 2   

  9:00 - 10:00 AM   Model Registration   

  10:00 -11:00 AM Clinic # 4 Popular Voting   

  11:00 - Noon Mackay Hill Mine Tour - Bill Tulley Popular Voting   

  12:00 - 1:00 PM Clinic # 6 Popular Voting   

  1:00 - 2:00 PM CTC Demystified Part I - Doug Geiger NMRA Judging   

  2:00 - 3:00 PM 
San Francisco’s Embarcadero and the State 

Belt Railroad -Gerry Glancy 
NMRA Judging   

  3:00 - 4:00 PM CTC Demystified Part II - Doug Geiger NMRA Judging   

  4:00 - 5:00 PM   Model Pickup   
       

  Best Western Plus Frontier Inn - Conference Center   

  Times Conference Room    

  6:30 - 7:30 PM 
San Francisco’s Embarcadero and the State 

Belt Railroad -Gerry Glancy 
   

  7:30 - 8:30 PM 
Abandoned Charcoal Kilns in the Frisco Mining 
District, Utah  - Bill Tulley 

   

  8:30 - 9:30 PM Clinic #12    

          
     

  Sunday, May 15th   

  Sherman Hill Train Show - Archer Event Center    

  Times Room 1 Room 2   

  10:00 -11:00 AM   Model Pickup   

  11:00 - Noon Clinic #13 Awards - Model Pickup   

  12:00 - 1:00 PM 
Abandined Mines in the Star Mining District, 
Utah - Bill Tulley 

Livestock & Meatpacking - Gary 
Myers 

  

  1:00 - 2:00 PM Clinic #16 
A.R.T. A Brief History for Modelers - 
Gary Myers 

  

  2:00 - 3:00 PM       
          

Contact Gary Myers to sign up for a clinic #, garymyers06@comcast.net 

mailto:garymyers06@comcast.net
mailto:garymyers06@comcast.net
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We Sell-Buy-Trade Model Trains all Scales 
Be buy collections large & small 

New Address, New Expanded Store 

Chapel Hills Mall 
1710 Briargate Blvd Suite #0487 

Colorado Springs, CO 80920 
2nd Floor above Dick's - Follow the Signs 

Hours of Operation 
Mon-Fri 1-6pm Sat 1-5pm Sun 1-4pm 

 

Visit Roy’s Model Trains website 
http://roysmodeltrains.com/ 

Email: aviationhistory@comcast.net 
Phone: 719-728-0503 Leave a Message 

COME VISIT US SOON!! 
Watch for monthly Swap Meets 

 

http://roysmodeltrains.com/
mailto:aviationhistory@comcast.net?subject=Contact

